NRG Press & open resources

ARC Open Access Policy: We ask our authors, referees, and editors to ensure that their work is made available as an open access version, with a CC BY licence, immediately upon publication. This provision has been extended to include a post-publication open access option.

Open Access at the University of California Berkeley strategic plan.

ORCID (ANDS) Webinar: 23 Things for Research Data LIBER webinar

Webinar: Data Management Plans (DMP) - an update and
Fri 3 Feb 3pm AEDT (various locations around Australia or
Monthly Tech Talk: The Australian Science Clouds

Australia Day Awards:
Ministerial changes:

Our first event for 2017

Congratulations to Alisha Nolan who has been recruited by the Law
We welcome Jeff and look forward to working with him.

Jeff Barnes is the permanent Finance Manager for Central

Students' feedback: we have heard from a large number of students regarding their experiences accessing items in the repository. In particular, they have noted that the services are user-friendly and that they are satisfied with the range of content available. Some of the specific comments include:

- "The search function is very effective and easy to use.
- "I have found exactly what I was looking for.
- "The repository is a valuable resource for both myself and my classmates.

In addition to feedback from students, we have also received comments from staff members who have indicated that they are pleased with the improvements made to the repository in recent months.

Overall, it appears that the repository is meeting the needs of its users and that continued efforts to enhance its functionality will prove beneficial.

The first newsletter for 2017 is

In other news,

The research librarian of the future: data

This article discusses the challenges facing the research librarian of the future and examines the skills and knowledge required to succeed in this role. The author argues that the librarian of the future will need to be able to work with data in a variety of forms, including electronic and digital resources.

The economics of fair use.

This article explores the economic implications of fair use in the context of research and education. The author presents data on the cost of materials used in research and teaching and discusses the impact of fair use on these costs.
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